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Cryptocurrency markets finally came back to life
following months of dismal returns and plummeting
volumes. In the final week of July, Bitcoin and
Ethereum surged +8% and +13% respectively,
spurred by a short squeeze on perpetual futures
markets. Despite the late month bounce, the
cryptocurrency industry came under renewed fire
from regulators, with waves of new restrictions
targeting exchanges, derivatives markets, tokenised
equities, and stablecoins. Binance faced the brunt
of the crackdown with multiple jurisdictions outright
banning the world’s largest exchange. In traditional
markets, inflation was the talk of the town with the
CPI registering its highest monthly increase in 13
years. For now, the Fed has maintained its
accommodative approach to monetary policy,
tempering concerns from traditional investors.
Overall, July ended better than it began, with
cryptocurrency market sentiment at a firm neutral.
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Markets
Regain
Ground

July Returns For Top Crypto Assets
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After months of negative returns,  Bitcoin and Ethereum finally regained ground in
July following a price rally driven by several bullish institutional updates and a short
squeeze on major derivatives markets. Bitcoin closed the month above $40k, more
than 30% higher than its monthly low of $29K. The positive momentum spread
throughout crypto markets with Uniswap and  Ripple gaining 16% and 12%
respectively. Cardano did not fare as well, dropping 2% since the start of July. Trade
volumes saw a brief surge the last week of July, but are still magnitudes lower than
they were during the spring bull run.

Daily Bitcoin Trade Volume

http://www.kaiko.com/


BTC Perpetual Futures Open Interest vs. Price
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On July 25-26th,  Bitcoin gained 9% over the span of just three hours following a
massive  short squeeze  on  derivatives markets. More than $960 million in short
positions were liquidated, the largest amount ever recorded.  Short selling involves
selling borrowed shares of an asset, betting that the price will drop. However, if the
price increases instead of declining, short sellers are forced to cash-settle their
contract or buy the underlying asset. This could contribute to a rapid increase in the
asset's price known as a “short squeeze”. Below we chart the aggregated open
interest across seven derivatives  exchanges during the short squeeze and can
observe a sharp reduction following the initial price surge. However, when diving into
the exchange-level data we can observe a divergence in trends across markets. This
could be partly explained by differences in trading strategies, the level of experience
of market participants and margin requirements across exchanges.

BTC Perpetual Futures Open Interest on Bybit and FTX 

Short
Squeeze
Shocks
Market

Aggregated across Binance, FTX, Okex, Bybit, Kraken, Deribit, Bitmex
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Funding rates, which can be used to gauge overall market sentiment, were mostly negative in July. The funding
rate is the mechanism that pegs the perpetual future contract price to the spot price of the underlying asset. When
funding rates are positive, longs are paying shorts to keep their position open, and vice-versa. Negative funding
rates suggest bearish market sentiment while positive funding rates suggest bullish behavior. Below we charted
the 8-hour average bitcoin perpetual futures funding rates for seven exchanges and can observe that funding
rates turned positive following the short squeeze. However, this trend reversed by the end of the month  which
could indicate that Bitcoin may not maintain its momentum. 

BTC Perpetual Futures Funding Rates

In the weeks preceding the short
squeeze, aggregated trade volumes
consistently fell while open interest
gradually increased for perpetual
futures markets. These diverging
trends suggest a highly-leveraged
trading environment which likely
contributed to the magnitude of long
liquidations. Immediately following
the short squeeze, aggregated 24-
hour volumes for perpetual futures
jumped to $85 billion,  the highest
level since June 23rd.  We
also  observe that after the initial
decline, open interest continued to
rise and exceeded $10 billion at the
end of July. This trend suggests that
new capital has continued to flow
into these markets and leverage is
increasing.

Aggregated 24-Hour Volumes vs. Open Interest
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Regulatory
Blues for
Binance

Fiat Market Premium/Discount on Binance
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Throughout July,  Binance faced an onslaught of regulatory restrictions around
the world, threatening the exchange’s overwhelming global dominance. Binance
was banned in several jurisdictions and cut off from major British and European
payment networks, causing severe disruptions on the exchange's British Pound
and Euro fiat markets. Below, we chart the spread between Binance's BTC-Fiat
pairs and BTC-USD, and can observe a sharp divergence in trading right around
when the restrictions took effect. BTC-GBP markets traded at a steep discount
of -4% in early July, while BTC-EUR markets traded at a 1% premium to the dollar.
The diverging trends are likely due to an asymmetrical crackdown on each fiat's
payment channels. 

In the aftermath of the regulatory
crackdown, trade volume for
Binance's GBP and EUR pairs
plummeted from £85 million to £5
million (GBP) and €290 million to €45
million (EUR). We chart the market
share for BTC-GBP pairs and can
observe Binance's share has plunged
from 46% to 20% since early June.
Liquidity for the pair has also
suffered, with price slippage
increasing 10 bps for a simulated
$50k order. This has given a chance
for competitors like Coinbase,
Bitfinex and Kraken to gain market
share. Binance's BTC-EUR market did
not experience a severe shift in
market share. 

The spread between Binance's BTC-Fiat markets and BTC-USD

Market Share of BTC-GBP Volume

http://www.kaiko.com/


Weekend vs. Weekly Traded Volumes on Crypto-to-Crypto Exchanges
Ratio of BTC-USDT Weekend to Weekdays Average Daily Volumes

Weekend Trading Surges in 2021

Weekend vs. Weekly Traded Volumes on Crypto-to-Fiat Exchanges
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The average volume of Bitcoin traded over the weekend is growing relative to average weekday volumes. The ratio
between weekend and weekly BTC-USD volumes has doubled since March 2020 on Coinbase, Kraken and Gemini.
The ratio takes the average weekend volume divided by the average weekday volume, and when this ratio is above
1, the average weekend volume is greater than during the week. We can observe a clear trend over the past year,
with average weekday volume still higher than weekend volumes, but weekend volumes quickly catching
up.  Growing weekend volume suggests a higher retail presence relative to institutions, which we assume
concentrate trading during the weekdays. However, the data could also suggests an increasing prevalence of bot
trading, with high-volume traders breaking apart large orders to execute over the weekend.

Ratio of BTC-USD Weekend to Weekdays Average Daily Volumes

We chart the same ratio for BTC-USDT markets on the three major crypto-to-crypto exchanges: Binance, Okex, and
Huobi. These exchanges have a more retail reputation, and the data confirms that average weekend volume is
nearly equal to average weekday volume (1:1). There has been little change in the ratio on crypto-to-crypto
exchanges over the past year, which suggests the user base has stayed consistent. 

http://www.kaiko.com/


Inflation
Fears
Take Hold

Bitcoin vs. 10-Year Real Treasury Yields
U.S. 10-Year Treasury Yields Less Yearly Percentage Change in Core CPI

Bitcoin vs. Inflation
Bitcoin Price vs. Yearly Percentage Change in the Consumer Price Index
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Global concerns over inflation reached a tipping point in July following the release
of higher than expected inflation data. U.S. Consumer Price Inflation (CPI) hit a 13-
year high in June reaching 5.4% on yearly basis. Following the reports, Bitcoin shed
$ 1,000 of its value, while tech heavy equities rose and the U.S. Dollar strengthened.
Since the March 2020 pandemic-related sell-off, the leading cryptocurrency has
surged in value, moving in line with rising inflation. However, this trend has sharply
reversed over the past few months. Today, Bitcoin appears increasingly aligned with
U.S. 10-year Treasury yields, which are seen as an indicator of broader investor
confidence and economic growth. However, despite inflationary pressures and
the  reopening economy, 10-year Treasury yields have been on a downward trend
since reaching a yearly high in March. This has fueled fears that the recovery might
be slower than expected.

http://www.kaiko.com/
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Equities vs. U.S. Household Savings
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U.S. household savings have risen to multi-year highs since March 2020, contributing to growing  inflationary
concerns. Household savings are defined as money not spent on current consumption or taxes and could generally
be viewed as the portion of personal income that is used either to provide funds to capital markets or to invest in
real assets such as residences. Below, we chart U.S. household savings vs. returns for major  equities indices.
Household equity holdings recently  reached 40% of all financial assets, the  highest level recorded  since data
became available. Bitcoin also appears to move in line with savings, which could be explained by the fact that
Millennials (20-40 yrs) make up the largest demographic in labor force and have been a key driver of crypto demand. 

Stablecoins Take Center Stage

Stablecoins continue to gain prominence
around the world but are increasingly
becoming a target of regulators who
demand more transparency around
reserves. Tether (USDT) is currently the
world's dominant stablecoin, although
Circle's USDC is slowly gaining users. To
the right, we chart the number of
instruments that contain either USDT or
USDC as the quote asset. Tether remains
by far the dominant stablecoin, with
USDT serving as the quote assets for
over 70% of stablecoin-quoted spot
instruments listed on exchanges.
Exchanges seem reluctant to list pairs
denominated in Circle’s USD coin (USDC),
Tether’s main competitor. USDC-quoted
assets account for only 6% of
all stablecoin quoted instruments.

Tether is the Dominant Quote Asset
Cumulative total of stablecoin pairs
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USDC vs. USDT Bid-Ask Spreads

Circle’s USD coin (USDC) has had a stellar year, inking a landmark partnership with Mastercard, raising a record
$400 million investment, and earning praise for being transparent around its reserves. However, USDC has
historically remained far behind Tether (USDT) in terms of liquidity on both regulated fiat-to-crypto and crypto-to-
crypto exchanges. This trend might be reversing as our analysis shows that USDC’s liquidity, measured by the bid-
ask spread, has improved on Coinbase. Spreads for BTC-USDC equaled 2.46bips on the largest U.S. exchange at
the end of July as compared to 3.55bips on Binance. However, Binance's BTC-USDT market remains far  more
liquid than its regulated counterpart Coinbase.

Stablecoin Liquidity Analysis: USDC vs. USDT 

Steady Growth of Euro Stablecoins
Trade Volumes of EURT-EUR and EURT-USD on Bitfinex

The Euro-backed stablecoin market  is in a
nascent stage of growth compared with its
USD-backed peers. Yet, when analyzing
trade volume for Euro-backed stablecoins,
we can observe tepid growth over the past
few months.  Euro-backed  stablecoins are
dominated by EUR Tether--issued by the
same organization as USDT-- and EURS--
issued by Stasis. EURS remains highly
illiquid on most exchanges. EURT has
experienced steady growth over the past
few months, although the stablecoin is still
relatively illiquid compared with USD-
backed coins. Today, EURT only trades on
Bitfinex and  Bitstamp.  USD-backed
stablecoins remain dominant in crypto, but
Euro-backed stablecoins could enable a
wider range of customers to benefit from
ease of transactions around the world.

Hourly average bid-ask spread

http://www.kaiko.com/
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Coinbase Share Price Falls

Coinbase Trade Volume vs. Share Price
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Coinbase made its stock market debut in
April as cryptocurrency markets broke
record highs and underwent a bull
market surge unlike anything seen
before. Crypto market euphoria has since
worn off along with enthusiasm for
Coinbase shares, which have since lost
around 33% of their value and now trade
close to $220 per share, down from the
company’s debut at $328.  Coinbase
earns ~85% of revenues from
transaction fees which are derived from
trading volumes, and throughout July
weekly volumes fell compared with May's
all time highs. Despite falling volumes
(and falling earnings), Goldman Sachs
recently affirmed a "buy”
recommendation for the stock, with an
earnings per share estimate 11% above
consensus for the year ahead.
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